Central Plains Milling is the premier Livestock Feed Manufacturing Company serving livestock producers throughout the state of Nebraska. We stand on the forefront of new technology implementations in feed manufacturing and provide management tools that help with better efficiency, along with high quality feed that result in long term success for our customers.

As a livestock producer, your main concern is the health of your animals. A healthy animal starts with a well-fed animal. Our team has the expertise to create an animal health and nutrition plan to meet your specific needs.

We offer a diversified package of techniques to master the art of feed manufacturing from minerals to complete feeds. Our technology systems allow us to focus on quality, micron size, inclusion accuracy, and traceability. We provide feed sampling and an in depth record system to back up our process and quality control points.

We stand behind our products and solutions, and offer competitive pricing, quality ingredients, and a knowledgeable staff to help you with each angle of your operation. We pride ourselves on building a winning team that goes the extra mile to gain your trust when becoming our customer.

Serving Nebraska and surrounding states out to western regions of the United States.